
Iraq, Iran and the politics of oil

Crude diplomacy
Iraq has ambitious plans for its oil industry. That could have important
implications for Iran and the rest of the region
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IN EARLY September 1960 the Iraqi government hosted officials from Venezuela and three

Gulf countries for an obscure five-day conference in Baghdad. Wearing suits rather than

robes, and sitting at a plain wooden table, they founded the Organisation of Petroleum

Exporting Countries (OPEC). For the next three decades Iraq helped to lead the oil cartel as

both membership and output grew rapidly. But its influence declined in 1990 when it invaded

another founding member, Kuwait, and fell under United Nations sanctions. Despite having

the world’s third-largest reserves of oil, Iraq dropped to 13th place in the international

production table. Pipelines rusted, wells remained untended and engineers emigrated.

Iraq is now trying to recover its glory, with plans to quadruple production or more. This could

transform the global oil industry; it also threatens two other founding members of OPEC.

Saudi Arabia might have to share its leadership of the organisation and Iran faces an even

greater setback. Close relations with China, based on Beijing’s thirst for oil, have helped Iran

to avoid isolation over its nuclear programme. But Chinese oil companies are now turning

their attention to Iraq, with American backing.

Yet Iraq will have to pull off an unprecedented feat. In the history of the modern oil industry,

no country has increased output with the speed the Iraqis envisage. Over the next seven

years Iraq intends to go from producing 2.5m barrels per day to 12m b/d, a target that

exceeds Saudi Arabia’s current output by more than 30%. To this end, Iraq has signed ten

deals with most of the world’s top oil companies. Some got down to work this month.

The expansion plan was drawn up by Hussein al-Shahristani, the oil minister. He snared an

initial deal with BP last summer, ensuring that its chief competitors, Royal Dutch Shell and

Exxon Mobil, would follow suit. At the same time he made deals with Lukoil of Russia and

China National Petroleum Corporation, giving him additional leverage. The clever dishing out

of contracts was matched by ruthless pricing. The minister insisted that companies take less

than $2 per barrel, leaving most of the gain, perhaps as much as 95%, to the Iraqi state.

The minister’s hard bargaining headed off antipathy from nationalistic Iraqis. Desperate for

money to build schools and hospitals, many welcomed the deals made with the hated foreign

oil majors, whose predecessors once dominated Iraq.

Mr Shahristani is hoping for easy re-election in national polls on March 7th. But progress will

be slower than he has led voters to believe. Even an advanced nation would struggle to add

enough wells and pipelines to handle the equivalent of the total Saudi output. In decrepit

Iraq, achieving Mr Shahristani’s plans is especially ambitious. Oil companies will need to build

paved roads from scratch and they will have to bring in all their own equipment.
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Such logistical delays will be compounded by

manpower shortages. The industry does not

have enough qualified specialists.

Furthermore, the government needs to

connect new oilfields with export facilities.

That means laying hundreds of miles of

pipelines and building countless pumping

stations. For the time being, most Iraqi oil

leaves the country via a single terminal near

Umm Qasr in the northern Arabian Gulf. It is

old and American experts have warned that it

could run into problems. Foster Wheeler, an

oil-services company, is building three extra

pipelines and four new offshore moorings for

tankers close to Basra, but that is still

inadequate. There is talk of upgrading an

existing pipeline to Turkey, but negotiations

have yet to start. A pipeline to Syria has been closed for years and renovating it has been

hampered by political squabbles.

At least the political obstacles to increasing production are less daunting than the technical

ones. Admittedly Iraq is still plagued by an insurgency, there is no oil law, making the

current government the sole guarantor of deals with foreign companies, and there is a

dispute about the ownership of the oil in the Kurdish region in the north of the country,

especially around the city of Kirkuk. But worries that an oil boom could spark a fight for

control are overdone. Years of sectarian warfare have given Iraqis enough of a hangover to

make them at least try to share revenues, as the 2010 national budget shows. After much

debate and many delays, parliament agreed on January 26th that oil-producing provinces will

receive an additional $1 per extracted barrel from the central government, which controls the

industry. To compensate resource-poor provinces, a special subsidy was created for border

regions. In addition, religious centres will get $20 per visa or visiting pilgrim.

There is no guarantee that compromise will continue to trump violence. Iraq could still

relapse. A bigger worry, however, is the growing opposition to Iraq’s oil surge from its

neighbours. At today’s levels of world demand, an influx of Iraqi crude could force down

prices and make other OPEC members cut production even more than they already have

over the past year. Few doubt a new quota for Iraq needs to be negotiated, therefore, but

where to start? Iraq’s latest quota dates back to 1991 and, at just 3m b/d, was similar to

Iran’s. In the past, OPEC has put Iraq and Iran on a par. But Mr Shahristani earlier this year

demanded a quota similar to Saudi Arabia’s. He makes the plausible argument that Iraq

underproduced for decades and deserves to catch up, but this has irritated the Saudis.

The pressure on Iran

Iranian unease over Iraq’s oil production is even more pronounced. Countries like China have

resisted piling more sanctions onto Iran over its nuclear programme partly for fear of

jeopardising Iranian energy supplies. These could suddenly look less crucial. Iran’s oil

industry suffers from a lack of investment and technology. It needs the skills and money that

the oil majors now look likely to lavish on Iraq. And Iran, more than its Gulf neighbours,

relies on high crude prices to sustain a wobbly budget and buy support at home. Perhaps all

this explains the warning shot Iran fired last December, when it sent soldiers across the Iraqi

border and briefly occupied a well in the Fakka oilfield.

Others have spotted Iran’s vulnerability. American officials say one aim of this week’s visit to

Arab states in the Gulf by Hillary Clinton, the secretary of state, was to ask them to reassure

Asian customers that they could pick up any drop in Iranian oil output.
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